6th July 19:00: Gala dinner at Schloss Blutenburg

Blutenburg  
© Schloßschänke Blutenburg

Built as a country residence by Duke Albrecht III in the 1430th the Blutenburg castle on the river Würm still reflects 15th-century atmosphere. Located in the west of Munich is far less crowded however not less picturesque than its famous neighbor the Nymphenburg palace. Through the whole year the moated castle with its spacious bailey attracts attention of many visitors. It is a perfect place for concerts, craft markets, weddings and other festivities.

We hope, that the idyllic atmosphere in- and outside the castle walls together with traditional and international culinary delights will make this evening a memorable gala dinner experience.

We will provide a bus transport to the gala dinner and back. The bus will leave the conference cite at 18:00 and will also stop at the S-Bahn station Neubiberg, U-Bahn station Neuperlach Süd and guest house. The bus from the gala dinner will leave at 23:00.

Address:
Schloßschänke
Schloss Blutenburg
Seldweg 15
81247 München

Taxi-Call Munich  Emergency number
+4989 / 19 41 0  +49 176 55630754 (Professor Jochen Schein)

The gala dinner location is also connected by public transport:
From Neuperlach-Süd take S7 direction “Wolfratshausen” or U5 direction “Laimer Platz”

- **Possibility one:** S7: exit station “St.-Martin-Straße” and take S3 direction “Mammendorf”
  - S3: exit station “Pasing” and take Bus 160 direction “Blutenburg”
  - Bus 160: exit station “Blutenburg” and walk to Schloss Blutenburg (~5 min, see map below)

- **Possibility two:** U5: exit station “Karlsplatz (Stachus)” and take S2 direction “Petershausen“
S2: exit station “Obermenzing” and take Bus 143 direction “Freiham Möbel Höffner”
Bus 143: exit station “Blutenburg” and walk to Schloss Blutenburg (~5 min, see map below)